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Laser-plasma instability (LPI), as one of the critical issues in inertial confinement fusion 

(ICF) scheme, preventing ignition in both direct drive and indirect drive, are demonstrated to 

be very complicated but  extremely sensitive to the plasma parameters, like the electron density 

(ne), the electron temperature (Te), and the ion species. Recently, a novel optical Thomson 

scattering (OTS) technique[1-2], which combines multiple-wavenumber ion spectra and a blue-

shifted electron spectrum, is developed and applied into a laser-plasma interaction experiment 

on 180kJ Shenguang laser facility by using a 4 (263.3nm) ultraviolet probe (Fig.1). With a 

special design, the electron feature is extremely sensitive to ne, and the multiple-wavenumber 

ion features are sensitive to ne, Te and ion species. By fitting the three independent OTS spectra 

simultaneously, unreported high precision plasma parameters inside the ICF hohlraum are 

obtained. The precision of ne is better than 10%, and that of Te, Ti are better than 5%, 

respectively. Furthermore, another key parameter, the ion species is also obtained, showing the 

powerful capability of this novel diagnostic technique for directly and accurately 

characterizating the evolution of the full plasma parameters either in future shock ignition (SI) 

or central ignition research. 

 
Fig.1 (a) the schematic of the experimental setup on 180kJ laser facility and (b) typical experimental results of 

three independent 4w TS spectra from the same scattering volume  
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